Figure 1 Baseline ECG and Chest X ray. Figure A showed baseline ECG with QRSd 186ms; Figure B showed baseline chest X ray with CTR 0.59. CTR: cardiothoracic ratio.
Figure 2 Post-procedure LV synchrony and ECG evaluation in different pacing modes. Figure A and D: LBBAP-optimized BiV pacing; Figure B and E: BiV pacing; Figure C and F: LBBAP only pacing mode. BiV: bi-ventricular pacing; LBBAP: left bundle branch area pacing.
Figure 3 Six-month follow-up ECG and Chest X ray. Figure A showed 6-month ECG with QRSd 128ms; Figure B showed 6-month chest X ray with CTR 0.51. CTR: cardiothoracic ratio.